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Proteins for which there are good structural, functional and genetic simi-
larities that imply a common evolutionary origin, can have sequences
whose similarities are low or undetectable by conventional sequence com-
parison procedures. Do these proteins have sequence conservation
beyond the simple conservation of hydrophobic and hydrophilic character
at specific sites and if they do what is its nature? To answer these ques-
tions we have analysed the structures and sequences of two superfamilies:
the four-helical cytokines and cytochromes c0-b562. Members of these
superfamilies have sequence similarities that are either very low or not
detectable.

The cytokine superfamily has within it a long chain family and a short
chain family. The sequences of known representative structures of the
two families were aligned using structural information. From these align-
ments we identified the regions that conserve the same main-chain confor-
mation: the common core (CC). For members of the same family, the CC
comprises some 50% of the individual structures; for the combination of
both families it is 30%. We added homologous sequences to the structural
alignment. Analysis of the residues occurring at sites within the CCs
showed that 30% have little or no conservation, whereas about 40%
conserve the polar/neutral or hydrophobic/neutral character of their resi-
dues. The remaining 30% conserve hydrophobic residues with strong or
medium limitations on their volume variations. Almost all of these resi-
dues are found at sites that form the “buried spine” of each helix (at sites
i, i þ 3, i þ 7, i þ 10, etc., or i, i þ 4, i þ 7, i þ 11, etc.) and they pack
together at the centre of each structure to give a pattern of residue–resi-
due contacts that is almost absolutely conserved. These CC conserved
hydrophobic residues form only 10–15% of all the residues in the
individual structures.

A similar analysis of the cytochromes c0-b562, which bind haem and have
a very different function to that of the cytokines, gave very similar results.
Again some 30% of the CC residues have hydrophobic residues with
strong or medium conservation. Most of these form the buried spine of
each helix and play the same role as those in the cytokines. The others,
and some spine residues bind the haem co-factor.
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Introduction

Protein structures are more conserved than their
sequences.1 – 4 Indeed there are cases of proteins for
which we have convincing structural, functional
and genetic evidence of a common evolutionary
origin but for which conventional sequence
comparison methods cannot detect significant
sequence similarities. Is this because, in spite of
their common origin, they have evolved to a point
where there is no significant sequence similarity,
except for those residues necessary to maintain
their hydrophobic interiors and hydrophilic
exteriors; or is it because there is sequence conser-
vation in regions of functional and structural
importance but, which is hidden by the noise
from the regions where the sequence changes
have been extensive? If the latter case occurs it
raises a second question: which sites are conserved
and what is their structural and functional role?
Here we provide at least partial answers to these
questions by an investigation of the members of
two superfamilies: the four-helical cytokines and
the cytochromes c0-b562.

For the four-helical cytokines there is good
evidence for their evolutionary relationship
because, in addition to unique structural simi-
larities, they perform similar functions, bind a
subset of homologous receptors and conserve
same frame exon–intron boundaries.5 –7 However,
with marginal exceptions, their sequences cannot
be matched by sequence comparison methods (see
Appendix A). The cytochromes c0 are more closely
related to each other in that their sequences make
significant matches to one other but their sequence
identities are low, mostly 20–25%, and they do not
match cytochrome b562.

Given the difficulty of detecting relationships
between these proteins from sequence alone we
use here a procedure that makes use of the struc-
tures known for members of the two superfamilies.
In outline if not in detailed execution, the
procedure is straightforward. First an optimal

structural alignment of the sequences of known
structure is produced. To this alignment we add
sequences that are clearly homologous to the
sequences of known structure and the alignment
of which is unambiguous. We then examine the
residue frequencies at each site in the alignment to
determine if there is any residue conservation
and, if there is, its nature. Last we investigate the
role of residues at conserved positions to discover
their role in the structure and/or function.

We compare the results found for the four-helical
cytokines with those found for the cytochrome
superfamily of proteins. This comparison allows
us to see if the results observed are generic to
four-helix bundles or if they are superfamily
specific.

Note that throughout the paper, the terms
“family” and “superfamily” are used according to
the SCOP8 definition and not interchangeably.

The four-helical cytokines

The fold of these proteins is a four-helix bundle.
The orientation of the helices in these cytokines
differs from the conventional four-helical up-and-
down bundle in that they have an up-up-down-
down topology with long overhand connections
between helices A–B and C–D (Figure 1). This
topology is so far unique to these cytokines. The
four-helical cytokine superfamily is sub-classified
in SCOP8 into three families, the long and short
chain cytokines which we are analysing here, and
the interferons/interleukin 10 family. The overall
topology of the four-helical cytokines is conserved
between the families but there are some differences
in secondary structure, chain length and topo-
logical details (Figure 1).

Cytokines are soluble secreted proteins that act
as chemical messengers important in intercellular
communication. They regulate the differentiation,
proliferation, activation and death of many
cell types, with particular involvement in the

Figure 1. Cartoon and ribbon
representations of four-helical cyto-
kines. In each representation, the
structure starts at the N-terminal
end with helix A that is coloured
red, the long crossover between
helices A and B is orange, helix B
is yellow, helix C is green, the long
crossover between helices C and D
is coloured turquoise and helix D is
blue. (a) A cartoon representation
of a four-helical cytokine. (b)
Leukaemia inhibitory factor (PDB-
ID: 1lki), a long chain cytokine.

Long chain cytokines are on average 180 amino acid residues long and have helices of between 20 and 30 amino acid
residues in length. They sometimes have small additional helices in the long A–B helix crossover which passes in
front of helix D. (c) Interleukin-4 (PDB-ID: 1rcb) a short chain cytokine. Short chain cytokines are on average 140
amino acid residues long with helices of between 10 and 20 amino acid residues in length. They have two small beta
strands, one leading directly into helix D and the other in the long crossover between helices A and B which passes
behind helix D.
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regulation of the circulatory system and pro-
duction of immunity and inflammatory responses.
Each four-helical cytokine is recognised by the
extracellular domain of a specific membrane span-
ning receptor.9 It is the bound receptor–cytokine
complex that is then able to initiate the resulting
cellular signalling cascade of events involving
janus kinases (JAKs), signal transducers and
activators of transcription (STAT) and tyrosine
kinases (TYKs).10,11

Several analyses have been previously carried
out on the four-helical cytokine structures. In
1993, Sprang & Bazan5 carried out an analysis of
the nine structures available involving both long
and short chain cytokines. They identified a corre-
spondence between the four helices and also those
stretches of the loops containing the b-strands in
the short chain family. They observed two com-
pletely conserved amino acid residues between
the four short chain cytokines and none between
the long chain cytokines. Inter-helical contact
patterns12 – 14 can be a valuable tool for the pro-
duction of optimal superpositions. Indeed,
Denesyuk and co-workers carried out an analysis
of inter-helical contacts in interferons-beta and
-gamma and in dimeric IL-5 in order to produce
optimal superpositions.15 Another previous
analysis by Rozwarski and co-workers of the
short chain cytokine family16 identified a CC of 61
residues within the five structures available at that
time.

Here we extend greatly the work of these pre-
vious groups. We now have more structures for
which we produced structural alignments. We
present results for both the long and short chain
cytokines separately as well as a merger of these
two sets of results. Finally we add sequence
homologues to the structural alignments in order
to obtain more data on residue conservation within
core positions. We also analyse inter-helical
contacts so as to understand which positions are
structurally important. We identify core regions
within these proteins and go on to further define
conserved sets of residues within these cores that
play the major role in determining the three-
dimensional structures of the long and short chain
cytokines, both separately and together.

Structures used in this work

Using the classification of these two families in
the SCOP database,8 we selected one representative
of each type of cytokine in the long and short chain
four-helical cytokine families. The criteria taken
into account are mode of solution, resolution,
R-factor, R-free, whether solved in complex or as a
mutant and the number and positioning of any
disordered residues. Details of the eight long
chain and seven short chain cytokine proteins17 – 31

selected for analysis are given in Table 1. All struc-
tures were obtained from the Brookhaven Protein
Data Bank (PDB).32

Table 1. The structures used in this analysis from the long and short chain families of the four-helical cytokine and the
four-helical up-and-down cytochrome superfamilies

Family Protein PDB code Species Resolution (Å) R-value (R-free) Reference

A. Four helical cytokine superfamily
Long chain G-CSF 1bgc Bovine 2.2 0.21 17

IL-6 1alu (C) Human 1.9 0.21 (0.27) 18
LIF 1lki Mouse 2.0 0.18 19
GH 1hgu Human 2.5 0.21 20
PL 1f6f [a] Sheep 2.3 0.22 (0.28) 21

CNTF 1cnt [1234] (C) Human 2.4 0.19 (0.24) 22
Leptin 1ax8 (mut) Human 2.4 0.18 (0.28) 23
OSM 1evs [a] Human 2.2 0.20 (0.26) 24

Short chain EPO 1eer [a] (mut) Human 1.9 0.24 (0.31) 25
GM-CSF 2gmf [ab] Human 2.4 0.23 26

IL-4 1rcb Human 2.25 0.21 27
IL-5a 1hul [ab] Human 2.4 0.21 (0.36) 28
Flt3b 1ete [abcd] (C) Human 2.2 0.23 (0.28) 29
SCF 1scf [abcd] (C) Human 2.2 0.19 (0.24) 30
IL-2 3ink[cd](mut) Human 2.5 0.20 31

B. Cytochrome superfamily
b562 ECCB 256b [ab] (C) E. coli 1.4 0.16 43
c0 RMCP 2ccy [ab] (C) R. molischianum 1.67 0.19 42,44

CVCP 1bbh [ab] (C) C. vinosum 1.8 0.19 45
RCCP 1cpq (C) R. capsulatus 1.72 0.15 46
RPCP 1a7v [ab] R. palustris 2.3 0.19 47
AXCP 1e85 [a] (C) Alcaligenes sp. 1.35 0.19 (0.22) 48

Letters or numbers shown in square brackets after the PDB code refer to chains solved for that structure. Where more than one
chain is available the one used is underlined, with the exception of IL-5 (PDB-ID: 1hul), the intertwined dimer for which helices
A–C are contributed from chain a and helix D from chain b, in which case both chains are used. (mut) Structures solved in a mutant
form. (C) Structures which have been solved in complex with their receptors.

a Forms intertwined dimer.
b Forms dimer.
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Structural alignments

Pairwise structural alignments

It is important to note that the periodicity of the
alpha-helix structure makes it possible to align
the main-chain atoms of any given pair of alpha-
helices in many alternative ways, all with low root
mean square deviation (RMSD) values. In the case
of a four-helix bundle, it is possible to produce
several alternative alignments by shifting all or
some of the helices of one structure by the same
number of residues, with respect to the other
structure.33 For this reason, to produce correct
structural alignments of the four-helical proteins,
we take into account not only RMSD values, but
also other structural features that are conserved in
homologous protein structures.

Initial structural alignments produced using
PINQ34 (an interactive protein structure analysis
program) were refined to obtain an exact position-
ing of secondary structure elements based on their
hydrogen bonds, residue accessible surface areas
(ASAs), inter-residue contacts and RMSDs of the
superimposed atoms. For the pairwise com-
parisons, we defined as structurally conserved
those regions whose main-chain atoms super-
impose with an RMSD of less than 3 Å.

In cases when it was impossible to obtain an
initial superposition of whole structures auto-
matically, the structures were fitted helix by helix
and then pieced back together to obtain the
optimal overall superposition. For every pair of
proteins the superposition obtained was visually
inspected. We were able to align members of the
long chain family to the short chain family and
vice versa by virtue of a member of each family
that has chain and helix length most similar to
those of the other family: EPO (PDB-ID: 1eer) a
short chain family member and leptin (PDB-ID:
1ax8) in the long chain family.

Details of all the pairwise alignments are shown
in Table 2. The length of the core (the region that
has a conserved main-chain conformation) and the
RMSD values vary between different pairs of
proteins, with core lengths between 81 and 119, 61
and 86 and 58 and 97 residues and RMSDs
ranging from 1.1–2.8 Å, 1.9–2.9 Å and 1.4–2.8 Å
for the long chain, short chain and long and short
chains together, respectively. The sequence
identities of the core regions range between 7 and
31%, 5 and 24%, and 5 and 17% for the long
chain, short chain and both families together,
respectively.

Multiple structural alignments

We produced the multiple structural alignments
of the long chain, short chain and both families
together by merging the pairwise alignments. This
required a consistency check of all pairwise align-
ments, including verification of conservation of
ASAs and inter-helical contact data. Production of

these multiple structural alignments allowed the
definition of the common core (CC) regions shared
by the proteins within each family and between
the two families. Figure 2 shows the resulting
multiple structural alignments of the long chain
family, the short chain family and both families
together.

Long chain cytokines. Figure 3 shows the multiple
sequence alignment obtained for the eight mem-
bers of the long chain family of known structure.
There is a consensus CC of 101 residues, which
consists of 69 residues of central core that is struc-
turally conserved in all eight structures and there
is a peripheral core consisting of 32 residues from
either side of any one region of the central core,
that are conserved by seven of the eight structures.

Short chain cytokines. The resulting multiple
sequence alignment for the short chain family is
shown in Figure 4. We identified a 57 residue
central core common to all seven short chain
proteins and a peripheral core of nine residues
common to six of the seven structures. Thus we
identified a consensus CC with a total length of 66
residues. A comparison of our resulting alignment
with that produced by Rozwarski and co-workers16

shows that the only disagreement is a shift of one
turn of helix C for one structure (IL-5 PDB-ID:
1hul). They align two cysteines, but we find a
better overall agreement of the different structural
features (such as hydrogen bond patterns, inter-
residue contacts, and ASA and RMSD values) is
given by our alignment.

Long and short chain cytokines. The multiple
structural alignment for all long and short chain
cytokines in this study shows a central core of 38
residues and a peripheral core of ten residues and
therefore a consensus CC of a total of 48 residues.
The matching regions from the long and short
chain alignments together are summarised in
Table 3 and shown in Figures 3 and 4. Sprang &
Bazan5 presented alignments for the A and D
helices of the long and short chain cytokines.
A comparison of their results with our final align-
ment shows that we agree for the alignments
involving only the long or short chain proteins but
that we have a different final alignment for the
long and short chain proteins together. We believe
that the availability of more structures and the fact
that we carried out calculations for all helices and
exploited several structural features (see above),
which allowed us to produce an improved
alignment.

Solvent inaccessible positions

The alignments (Figures 3 and 4) indicate the
sites in the different proteins that are structurally
equivalent. We determined the extent to which
these sites are similarly buried or in contact with
the solvent by calculating the solvent ASA35 of
each residue in each structure. We defined buried
residues as those with an ASA of 20 Å2 or less. In
certain borderline cases, the residues were visually
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inspected within the structures to determine to
what extent it was the backbone or side-chain that
is solvent accessible. Data on residue ASA values
is given in Figures 3 and 4.

In the long chain alignment (Figure 3) there are
26, nine and one equivalent positions at which all
eight, seven and six of the structures, respectively,
have a buried residue. Similarly, in the short chain
alignment (Figure 4) we see 17, seven and three
positions at which all seven, six and five of the
structures, respectively, have a buried residue.
From the alignment of the long and short chain
families together we see 12, six and one positions
at which all 15, 14 and 13 of the structures, respec-
tively, have a solvent inaccessible residue.

Collection and alignment of
sequence homologues

In order to obtain more general data on the
conservation of residues present at positions
within the CC regions, homologues were collected
by matching the sequences of the structures against
the non-redundant database NRDB9036 by running
FASTA.37 Hits were considered to be significant if
the E-value was #0.01. They were filtered to
exclude sequences of .90% or ,40% sequence
identity with the query: this ensured removal of
any redundancy between matches and the exclu-
sion of distant homologues. We exclude distant
homologues, firstly because we cannot be certain

Table 2. Root mean square deviations (RMSDs) in the common cores of superposed cytokines

A. Long chain family
PDB-ID (chain length in amino acids)

PDB-ID 1evs (187) 1f6f (197) 1ax8 (143) 1lki (171) 1hgu (188) 1alu (165) 1bgc (184)

1cnt RMSD 1.5 1.9 1.1 1.6 1.8 1.1 1.5
#/core 21/116 8/119 10/94 17/105 13/88 12/89 25/102

1bgc 2.0 2.4 1.4 2.4 2.8 1.5 –
23/97 16/112 13/90 13/101 9/95 18/105

1alu 1.8 1.5 1.1 2.1 1.8 –
16/99 12/110 16/83 14/96 10/89

1hgu 1.9 1.3 2.0 1.9 –
10/86 32/104 7/81 9/84

1lki 1.7 2.1 2.0 –
22/93 11/110 9/87

1ax8 1.6 1.5 –
8/86 11/90

1f6f 1.8 –
14/104

B. Short chain family
PDB-ID (chain length in amino acids)

PDB-ID 1scf (147) 2gmf (120) 3ink (128) 1hul (107) 1eer (166) 1ete (137)

1rcb (129) RMSD 2.4 2.0 2.0 2.3 2.5 2.5
#/core 10/77 17/71 12/80 11/70 7/86 8/84

1ete 1.8 2.1 2.8 2.4 2.9 –
9/85 7/61 7/72 8/68 12/78

1eer 2.8 2.3 2.7 2.6 –
11/75 9/63 14/81 9/75

1hul 2.8 2.2 2.8 –
4/78 14/71 11/81

3ink 2.6 1.9 –
13/76 7/71

2gmf 2.4 –
8/66

C. Matches between the short chain cytokine EPO (PDB-ID: 1eer), which has helices similar in length to a long chain cytokine, and the long chain
cytokines
PDB-ID 1evs 1f6f 1ax8 1lki 1hgu 1alu 1bgc 1cnt

RMSD 2.0 1.6 2.2 2.2 1.7 2.3 1.9 1.8
1eer #/core 14/97 11/73 11/77 6/76 13/81 8/85 8/63 5/91

D. Matches between the long chain cytokine leptin (PDB-ID: 1ax8), which has helices similar in length to a short chain cytokine, and the short
chain cytokines
PDB-ID 1scf 2gmf 3ink 1hul 1eer 1ete 1rcb
1ax8 RMSD 1.6 2.3 1.4 1.6 1.7 2.5 2.8

#/core 10/65 7/60 11/63 11/73 11/63 6/58 11/72

RMSD: root mean square deviation in Å between the pair of structures in question for the core main chain atoms. #: number of iden-
tical residues within the common core. Core: the number of residues the main-chain atoms of which can be superimposed with an
RMSD of less than 3 Å for the pair of structures in question.
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of the accuracy of their alignment to the sequences
of known structure and, secondly, because they
may have regions that are not structurally
equivalent to the query. Twenty-eight sequences

were removed from a total of approximately 325
sequence homologues (mostly sequences of ,40%
sequence identity, fragmented sequences, or
sequences containing gaps within regions matching

Figure 2. Multiple structure superpositions of the four-helical cytokines. Structural superpositions of (a) the eight
long chain cytokines, (b) the seven short chain cytokines and (c) the eight long chain and seven short chain cytokines.
Non-core regions are coloured purple. Helices are coloured as in Figure 1. The beta strands of the short chain cytokines
in Figure (b) are coloured turquoise and orange.
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Figure 3. Structure-based sequence alignment and solvent ASA of the long chain four-helical cytokines. The CC region is shown in upper case bold type and the alignment
is only meaningful for these regions. Core positions are indicated by the numbers above the alignment, those marked with an asterisk belong to the peripheral core. Corre-
sponding ASA data is given in the equivalent alignment below that of the sequences. The numbers are approximations calculated by considering an ASA of between 0 and
9.99 Å2 as 0; of between 10 and 19.99 Å2 as 1; of between 20 and 29.99 Å2 as 2 and finally any ASAs of greater than 90 Å2 as 9. We consider residues with number 0 or 1 (i.e.
those positions at which the ASA is less than 20 Å2) as being inaccessible to solvent. In borderline cases, visual inspection was carried out in order to determine whether
specific residues should be considered solvent accessible or buried. Positions highlighted in yellow are those at which all structures have an amino acid that is solvent inac-
cessible. Those positions highlighted in blue are those at which all but one of the structures have an amino acid that is solvent inaccessible. Positions highlighted in green
are those at which all but two of the structures have an amino acid that is solvent inaccessible. At certain positions gaps have been incorporated so as to separate main and
peripheral core regions from one another and from the rest of the sequences. Horizontal lines represent the regions within the core that correspond to the core regions for
the alignment of long and short chain cytokine proteins together.



to secondary structure elements). Between three
and 111 sequence homologues were collected for
each cytokine structure. The sequence homologues
were added to the structure-based sequence align-
ments and the residue frequencies at each core pos-
ition determined. Because the number of
homologues for each structure is so variable,
residue frequencies were normalised in order to
give an unbiased representation of the residues at
any one site.

Classification scheme for residues at
equivalent sites

We put individual amino acid residues into three
broad classes on the basis of their intrinsic hydro-
phobicity and the extent to which they are
found at the interior and exterior of proteins.38,39

These classes are:

(i) hydrophilic residues (s, surface): R, K, E, D,
Q and N;

(ii) neutral residues (n ): P, H, Y, G, A, S and T;
(iii) hydrophobic residues (b, buried): C, V, L, I,

M, F and W.
An examination of the amino acid residues

occurring at all positions within the sequences of
the cytokine structures shows that their residues
are exactly 33% hydrophilic, 33% neutral and 33%
hydrophobic (data not shown). Here we consider
that a set of residues with related properties occur-
ring at a site in 80% or more of the sequences is a
good indication of significant conservation. This
criterion for conservation at a site is somewhat
broader than that used in a study of more closely
related proteins38 and is dictated by the high
sequence divergence of this family.

Sites that conserve these residue classes, or sub-
sets of them, are labelled s, n, or b; sites that have
combinations of hydrophilic and neutral residues
or of hydrophobic and neutral residues are labelled
sn and bn, respectively.

Sites that conserve closely related sets of resi-
dues are classified on the basis of the extent of the
variation that they present:

(i) Strongly conserved sites are those where
the volume variations are small and their s, n,
or b character is conserved (e.g. V, L, I and M or
L, I, M and F) in more than 80% of sequences.

Table 3. Corresponding regions of structure in the long
and short chain cytokines

Helix

Family A B C D

Long chain A10–A20p B8–B20p C7–C15 D6–D20
Short chain A1p–A11 B1p–B13 C8–C16 D1–D15
Consensus A01–A011 B01–B013 C01–C09 D01–D015

See also those regions marked in Figures 3 and 4.

Figure 4. Structure-based sequence alignment and solvent ASA of the short chain four-helical cytokines. See legend
to Figure 3.
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Table 4. Conserved positions in the long chain cytokine family

A. Positions of strong and medium conservation, solvent inaccessible sites conserving residue class and the number of helices each structure
maintains contacts with at each position

No. of helices contacted by each structure
Helix
position

Classification from
structures

Classification from
sequence homologues 1lki 1cnt 1alu 1ax8 1bgc 1evs 1f6f 1hgu Total #

Sites that have strong conservation
B6 L 88/LF 100 L 96 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 14 6
A13 LIM 88 VLIM 90 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 15 7
A20p LIM 88 VLIM 92 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 14 6
B20p L 88/LV 100 VLI 96 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 14 6
B23p bn 100 VLIM 99 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 12 5
C11 AVLIM 88 VLIM 80 3 2 3 3 3 3 1 3 21 7
C18 VLI 100 VLIM 99 1 2 3 1 2 2 2 2 15 6
A24p LFY 88 LIMFY 94 2(1) 1(1) 1 – 1(1) 3 1 1 9(3) 2(2)
C14 LF 100 LIF 99 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 2 21 8
D11 ALF 100 LIMF 88 2 2 2 3 1 2 1 1 14 5
D14 LFY 100 LFY 95 3 2 3 3 3 3 1 3 21 7
D25 LF 100 LIF 96 2 1 3 2 2 2 2 2 16 7
C21 LIM 63 RKQ 37 LIM 63 þ RKEQ 35 2 2 3 2 1 3 2 2 17 7
B9 bn 88 VLIM 72 þ N13 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 15 7

Sites that have medium conservation
A6 bn 100 ASTCLI 89 3 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 15 6
A10 AVLI 88 AVLI 83 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 17 8
A17p bn 100 ASTVLI 89 1 2 1 2 0 – 2 1 9 3
C4p AVLI 100 AVLIM 94 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 – 10 3
C7 AVLI 88 AVLIM 87 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 0 18 7
C22 AIM 88 AVLIM 92 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 0
D18 bn 100 ASTLIM 100 1 2 3 2 2 2 1 3 16 6
D21 bn 100 ASTVLIM 100 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 12 4
A2 bn 100 VLMF 84 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 7 0
A3 bn 88 CLMF 71 þ Q 13 3 2 1 0 1 2 2 1 12 4
B13 VLIY 100 VLIMY 99 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 15 7
B16 VLFWY 100 VLIFYW 100 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 12 4
D10 AVLIF 100 AVLIMF 95 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 0

Sites that conserve residue class at positions inaccessible to solvent
B12 bn 100 bn 100 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 7 0
B19 bn 88 bn 91 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 6 0
C10 sn 75 sn 87 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 7 0

B. Positions that conserve residue class (s, sn or bn)

Helix
position

Classification from
structures

Classification from
sequence homologues

Helix
position

Classification from
structures

Classification from
sequence homologues

B15 bn 88 bn 83 C2p sn 88 sn 92
D5 bn 88 bn 82 C3p sn 100 sn 98
D8 bn 100 bn 97 C5p sn 88 sn 82
D27p bn 75 bn 83 C6 sn 88 sn 87
D28p bn 100 bn 95 C8 sn 75 sn 81
A1 sn 88 sn 92 C12 sn 88 sn 87
A4 sn 88 sn 83 C13 sn 75 sn 92
A5 s 100 s 95 C16 sn 100 sn 97
A11 sn 100 sn 98 C26p sn 100 sn 97
A12 sn 88 sn 83 D2p s 75 sn 84
A15 sn 100 sn 93 D3p s 88/sn 100 sn 99
A18p sn 88 sn 97 D12 sn 100 sn 95
A19p sn 100 sn 98 D15 sn 100 sn 99
A22p s 88 sn 82 D16 s 88/sn 100 sn 99
A23p sn 100 sn 87 D19 sn 88 sn 87
B1p sn 100 sn 100 D23 sn 88 sn 89
B2p s 88 sn 83 D26p s 88/sn 100 s91
B3p sn 88 sn 88
B4p sn 88 sn 87
B8 sn 75 sn 80
B11 sn 88 sn 91
B21p sn 100 sn 91
B22p sn 100 sn 90

Numbers shown in parentheses ( ) are the number contacts made to a helix residue that is not in the common core. #: number of
structures that makes 2þ contacts. bn: conserved hydrophobic/neutral site. sn: conserved hydrophilic/neutral site. : position at
which all structures are inaccessible to solvent. : position at which 7/8 structures are inaccessible to solvent. : position at which
6/8 structures are inaccessible to solvent.
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(ii) Sites of medium conservation are those
presenting either (a) small or medium sized
hydrophobic residue (e.g. A, V, L, I and M) or
(b) medium or large sized hydrophobic residues
(e.g. V, L, I, M and F).

Note that Ser and Thr can be found on the
buried faces of helices. Their polar –OH groups
can be neutralised by the formation of hydrogen
bonds to main-chain oxygen atoms so that they
can effectively act as hydrophobic residues. We
also see certain cases where sites normally occu-
pied by medium or large hydrophobic residues
are occupied by Arg, Lys, Glu or Gln. In these
cases, the long hydrophobic portion of their
side-chains is tucked into the interior of the struc-
ture with the charged group on the surface. This
gives them a pseudo-hydrophobic role.

Conserved positions

The residue conservation found at structurally
equivalent sites in the alignments are described in
Tables 4–6.

Long chain cytokines. Examination of residue
frequencies (Table 4) within the core of the long
chain family shows that:

Of the 101 sites in the common structural core,
70 have significant conservation of some kind
and 31 show little or no conservation.

Of the 70 conserved sites, 14 are strongly con-
served, 13 have medium conservation and 43
sites conserve the general class of residue (seven
bn, 34 sn and two s ).

Thirteen of the 14 strongly conserved sites and
12 of the 13 sites with medium conservation are
buried in almost all of the structures. The other
two sites (aB23p and aA2) are both situated
close to the end of a helix and are buried in
some of the structures.

Of the 43 sites conserving residue class, 40 are
situated on the external surface of the helices
and are partly accessible to solvent in all or
most of the structures. The other three are
covered by one of the two long crossovers
which pass over the external surface of helices B
and D.

Table 4(a) shows the 14 positions of strong
conservation, the 13 positions of medium conser-
vation and the three sites of residue class conser-
vation that are inaccessible to solvent. These
residues are more interesting to investigate further
in that their volume and properties are more
constrained than those of solvent accessible resi-
dues. We include within this table data on the
number of inter-helical contacts being made in
each structure by residues at every structurally
equivalent site. Table 4(b) shows the 40 positions
of residue class conservation that are solvent
accessible, 33 sn, two s and the remaining five bn

(these five are all situated within helices B and D
and are buried by the long crossover peptides).

Short chain cytokines. Residue frequencies within
the core of the short chain family are shown in
Table 5.

Of the 66 residues forming the CC, 44
positions show some form of conservation and
22 no conservation.

Of the 44 conserved positions, 14 show strong
conservation, four show medium conservation
and 26 have residue class conservation.

Of the 21 sites with residue class conservation
that are in helices, 16 are solvent accessible and
five are mostly solvent inaccessible. These five
include one sn and four bn sites. Three of the bn
sites are covered by one of the long crossover
regions between helices A–B or C–D.

Thirteen of the 14 strongly conserved positions
and all four sites with medium conservation are
solvent inaccessible.

Table 5(a) lists the 13 strongly conserved
positions situated within helices, the four sites
with medium conservation and the five helical
sites conserving residue class that are inaccessible
to solvent. Data on the inter-helical contacts that
structurally equivalent sites make within each
representative structure are also shown. Table 5(b)
includes the data on the strongly conserved site
located within the first beta strand and all 21
helical positions conserving residue class that are
solvent accessible (of which four are bn, 13 are sn
and four are s ).

Long and short chain cytokines. The frequency data
for the long and short chain family was merged
and the results are shown in Table 6. The CC
regions for the long and short chain families com-
bined correspond to those core regions marked
with triangles on the long and short chain struc-
ture-based sequence alignment (Figures 3 and 4).

Of the 48 sites within the CC, 29 show some
form of conservation and 19 show no conser-
vation.

Of the 29 conserved sites, five have strong
conservation, nine have medium conservation
and the remaining 15 have residue class
conservation.

Of the 15 sites conserving residue class, five
are inaccessible to solvent, these include four bn
(that are all covered by the long peptide cross-
overs) and one sn site.

The five strongly and nine medium conserved
sites are solvent inaccessible.

Table 6(a) lists the five sites with strong conser-
vation, the nine sites with medium conservation
and also the five sites that conserve residue class
and are solvent inaccessible. Table 6(b) shows the
classification of the ten sn sites conserving residue
class that are solvent accessible.
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Conservation in the four-helical cytokines

We can summarise the conservation of structure
and sequence in four-helical cytokines in the
following terms:

Within the long and short chain families, the
different members have close to half of their struc-
tures in the same conformation. When the long
and short families are considered together the

region that has a common conformation comprises
a quarter of the largest structure (PL, PDB-ID:
1f6f) and just under half the smallest (IL-5,
PDB-ID: 1hul).

In the three CCs, i.e. those of the long chain
family, the short chain family and both families
together, close to two-thirds of the residue sites
have some type of residue conservation. There are
27, 18 and 14 sites with strong or medium

Table 5. Conserved positions in the short chain cytokine family and their interhelical contacts

A. Conservation at positions of strong and medium conservation and at solvent inaccessible sites conserving residue classa

Number of helices contacted by each structure

Helix position
Classification from

structures
Classification from

sequence homologues 3ink 1eer 1hul 1rcb 2gmf 1ete 1scf Total #

Sites that have strong conservation
A1p VLI 86 VLIM 86 3 2 2 2 2 1 – 12 5
B6 VLI 86 VLI 87 3 2 1 2 2 2 2 14 6
B13 VLIM 100 VLIM 98 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 12 5
C5 VLI 100 VLIM 98 1(1) 1(1) 1 1(1) 3 1(1) 2 10(4) 2(4)
C8 VLIA VLIM86 1 2 1 3 3 3 3 16 5
C12 VLI 100 VLI 98 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 13 6
C15 VLIM 100 VLIM 98 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 12 5
D5 FL 100 LF 98 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 0
D13 ALIM 100b LIM 87 1 3 2 2 2 3 1 14 5
A5 VLI 71/bn 86 VLI 82 þ RKQ 13 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 5 0
D6 FL 86 LIF 87 þ KQ 13 1 2 0 1 2 2 3 11 4
D12 IF 71 IF 71 þ Q 14 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 6 0
D16 LIMF 86 LIMFY 82 þ K14 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 11 4

Sites that have medium conservation
D9 LFWY 86 LFWY 84 2 2 1 2 3 2 2 14 6
A4 bn 100 ATLIFY 88 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 12 5
A8 VLIA100 AVLIF 100 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 12 5
B9 bn 100 AVLIFY 100 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 12 5

Sites that conserve residue class at positions inaccessible to solvent
A11 bn 100 bn 100 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 13 6
B5 bn 71 bn 80 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 5 0
B12 bn 86 bn 84 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 0
C11 sn 71 sn 81 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 6 0
D2 bn 100 bn 100 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 3 0

B. Table showing positions of residue class conservation (bn or sn) plus conserved positons within the beta strands

Helix or strand
position

Classification from
structures

Classification from
sequence homologues

b1.3 VIF 100 VLIF 98
b1.5 VLM 86 bn 86
b1.6 bn 86 bn 85
b2.3 bn 86 bn 90
C4p bn 100 bn 96
A2p sn 100 sn 100
A3p s 86/sn 100 s 92
A9 sn 100 sn 100
b1.4 n 86/sn 100 sn 97
B11 s 86/sn 100 s 81
C3p sn 86 sn 82
C6 sn 100 sn 98
C7 RKN 100 sn 98
C10 sn 86 sn 90
C16 sn 86 sn 86
b2.2 sn 71 sn 84
D1 T 71/sn 100 sn 93
D3 s 71/sn 86 sn 81
D4 s 86/sn 100 s 82
D7 s 100 s 94
D11 sn 100 sn 92
D17 sn 86 sn 92

a Positions within b-sheets are excluded here due to the different nature of their helical contacts. See also the legend to Table 4.
b C has been mutated to A in the structure.
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Table 6. Conserved positions in the long and short chain cytokine family

A. Positions of strong and medium conservation and any solvent inaccessible sites conserving residue class and the number of helices each structure maintains contacts with at each positiona

Number of helices contacted by each structure

Helix
position

Position in long
chain/shortchaincore

Classification
from structures

Classification from
sequence homologues 1lki 1cnt 1alu 1ax8 1bgc 1evs 1f6f 1hgu 3ink 1eer 1hul 1rcb 2gmf 1ete 1scf Total #

Sites that have strong conservation
B06 (15) B13/B6 VLIFY 93 VLI 87 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 2 2 1 26 10
B013
(15)

B20p/B13 VLIM 100 VLIM 98 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 26 11

C05 (15) C11/C12 VLIM 87 VLIM 89 3 2 3 3 3 3 1 3 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 34 13
C08 (15) C14/C15 VLIMF 100 LIMF 93 2 2 3 3 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 31 13
D06 (15) D11/D6 ALF 93 þ K 7 LIF 88 2 3 1 3 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 2 3 21 5

Sites that have medium conservation
A01 (13) A10/A1p AVLI 86 AVLIM 84 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 – 22 8
C01 (15) C7/C8 AVLI 93 AVLIM 93 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 0 1 2 1 3 3 3 3 34 12
D013
(15)

D18/D13 ALIM 87b CLIM 85 1 2 3 2 2 2 1 3 1 3 2 2 2 2 1 29 11

D09 (15) D14/D9 LFYW 93 LFYW 92 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 35 13
A04 (14) A13/A4 bn 87 AVLIMFY 84 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 0 26 12
A08 (14) A17p/A8 AVLI 93 AVLIF 89 1 2 1 2 0 – 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 19 6
A011
(14)

A20p/A11 ALIM 80 AVLIM 83 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 0 1 1 2 2 21 7

B09 (15) B16/B9 AVLIFYW 100 AVLIFYW 100 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 24 9
D05 (15) D10/D5 AVLIF 100 AVLIF 97 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 14 0

Sites that conserve residue class at positions inaccessible to solvent
B05 (14) B12/B5 bn 87 bn 92 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 13 0
B012
(15)

B19/B12 bn 87 bn 88 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 13 0

C04 (15) C10/C11 – Sn 84 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 13 0
D02 (14) D7/D2 bn 87 bn 85 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
D012
(14)

D17/D12 bn 80 bn 80 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 14 0

B. Positions with residue class conservation

Helix
position

Position in long
chain/shortchaincore

Classification
from structures Final classification

A02 A11/A2p sn 100 sn 99
A03 A12/A3p sn 93 sn 91
A09 A18p/A6 sn 93 sn 99
A010 A19p/A7 sn 87 sn 89
B011 B18/B11 sn 87 sn 83
C06 C12/C13 sn 80 sn 85
D01 D6/D1 sn 87 sn 85
D07 D12/D7 sn 100 sn 97
D010 D15/D10 sn 93 sn 89
D011 D16/D11 sn 100 sn 96

a See legend to Table 4.
b C has been mutated to A in the structure.



Figure 5. Helical contact nets for the CC of the long chain cytokines. Numbers shown in above lines indicate the

number of structures in which that contact is made.  Helix A;  helix B;  helix C;  helix D;  sol-

vent accessible position of hydrophobic conservation;  position inaccessible to solvent;  position inaccessible

to solvent and involved in contacting more than one helix;  as above with exceptions.
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conservation in the three CCs, respectively, and in
each case they form just over one quarter of the
total number of residues in the CCs.

The structural role of residues with strong and
medium conservation: inter-helical contacts

We carried out a detailed analysis of the four-
helical cytokine structures to determine the struc-
tural role of the residues at sites of strong and med-
ium conservation. This analysis showed that their
principal role is making multiple helix–helix con-
tacts at the centre of the structures.

The inter-helical contacts made by residues in
the CC regions of the structures were determined

for each member of the long and short chain
families. We represented the results of these calcu-
lations using “helical nets” (Figures 5, 8 and 11).
Helical nets are two-dimensional representations
of alpha helices; if we cut down the centre of an
alpha-helix and open it out we would see the
residues situated in ascending slanted lines of
three or four residues per line. Vertical strips
down the “nets” therefore represent one side of
the helix in question. Here we use the “nets” to
show the regions and residues involved in making
contacts between pairs of helices in multiple
structures.

The helix–helix contacts in the structures of the
long chain family are shown in Figure 5. In Table
4(a), we list the number of inter-helical contacts
made by each residue at sites of strong or medium
conservation. Comparison of the Table and Figure
shows that although in different structures homo-
logous residues can have differences in the number
of contacts (Table 4(a)) the pattern of residue
contacts is almost absolutely conserved (Figure 5).

Examination of the contact maps clearly shows
that 23 of the 27 most conserved sites lie along
one side of each helix at sites i, i þ 3, i þ 7, i þ 10,
etc. or at i, i þ 4, i þ 7, i þ 11, etc. These 23 pos-
itions (aA3, aA6, aA10, aA13, aA17, aA20, aB6,
aB9, aB13, aB16, aB20, aB23, aC7, aC11, aC14,
aC18, aC21, aD11, aD14, aD18, aD21, aD25 and
aD28) form one vertical strip down one side of
the helix to which they belong. These residues are
present in two or three helical nets in Figure 5,
which means that they are involved in multiple
inter-helical contacts in several, if not all of the
structures. An analysis shows the 23 residues
make-up the deeply buried core at the centre of
each protein (Figure 6). The four helices contribute
an almost equal number of residues that pack
together to make an inter-locking core (see Wal-
shaw & Woolfson,14 and references therein, for a
discussion of the nature of residue packing at
helix interfaces).

Of this set of 23 positions, 11 have strong conser-
vation (aA13, aA20, aB6, aB20, aB23, aC11, aC14,
aC18, aD11, aD14 and aD25). Figure 7 shows that
the residues at these 11 positions form a central
line running down the centre of the core of these
proteins around which the other 12 positions
wrap. This arrangement explains why they are
slightly more constricted in terms of amino acid
composition than the other positions at which
structural conservation occurs.

An analysis of the conserved residues and inter-
helical contacts in the short chain family and in
the combination of the two families gives an identi-
cal picture of the role of residues at sites that have
strong and medium conservation.

Inter-helical contacts of the short chain family
are shown in Figure 8 and the numbers of inter-
helical contacts made by residues at conserved
core positions are reported in Table 5(a). A set of
15 positions of strong and medium conservation
(aA1p, aA4, aA8, aA11, aB6, aB9, aB13, aC5, aC8,

Figure 6. Representation of the 23 conserved sites
involved in making multiple inter-helical contacts within
placental lactogen (PDB-ID: 1f6f), a long chain cytokine.
Figures (a) and (b) are front and back views of a ribbon
representation with the 23 conserved positions shown
by space filling and colour coded according to Figure 1.
Figures (c) and (d) are the same views as in Figures (a)
and (b) but only the 23 positions are shown. Figures
(e)–(h) show the 23 positions viewed from the top and
slabbed progressively down at levels of approximately
0, 30, 60 and 90%.
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aC12, aC15, aD6, aD9, aD13 and aD16) form a
strip on one side of each helix and make multiple
contacts to form the deeply buried central core of
the protein (Figure 9). Of these residues, eight
have strong conservation (aA1, aB6, aB13, aC5,
aC8, aC12, aC15 and aD13), and they form a
central structure around which the other seven
residues of medium conservation wrap (Figure 10).

Helical nets were produced for the merged data
of the long and short chain families together
(Figure 11). From these and the data included in
Table 6(a), we identified a set of 13 sites with
strong or medium conservation (aA01, aA04, aA08,
aA011, aB06, aB09, aB013, aC01, aC05, aC08, aD06,
aD09 and aD013). Once again residues at these
positions form a strip on one side of each helix and
make multiple inter-helical contacts (Figure 12).
There are five positions of strong conservation
(aB06, aB013, aC05, aC08 and aD06). These sites are
positioned at the centre of proteins belonging to
both the long and short chain families (Figure 13)
and are the sites subjected to the strongest
constraints in this superfamily.

The four-helical cytochromes: c0 and b562

These cytochromes are found in many bacteria
and are probably involved in nitric oxide transfer.40

They are similar to the cytokines in having diver-
gent sequences41 and being formed by four alpha-
helices A–D, but they differ in that the helices
have a conventional up-and-down topology. They
also differ from the cytokines in binding a cofactor:
a haem group which has helices A and C packed
against one face and helix D against the other face
(Figure 14).

Structures are known for the cytochromes c0

from five different species and cytochrome b562

from one species (Table 1). Representative
structures42 – 48 for the six species were chosen
according to the same criteria used for the long
and short chain cytokines (see above).

Using FASTA,37 significant matches can be found
between most of the five cytochromes c0 sequences
of known structure but they make no significant
match to the sequence of cytochrome b562. Using
the HMMs in SUPERFAMILY49 significant matches
are made between all six of these sequences.

Structural alignments

Using the procedures described above, we
obtained a structural alignment of the sequences
of the six four-helical cytochromes of known
structure (Figures 14 and 15). Some comparisons
of the cytochrome structures have been made

Figure 7. Representation of the 11 strongly conserved sites involved in making multiple inter-helical contacts within
the eight structures of the long chain cytokines. Figures (a)–(h) show the 11 equivalent positions in the structures with
PDB-IDs: 1alu, 1ax8, 1bgc, 1cnt, 1evs, 1f6f, 1hgu and 1lki, respectively. Sites within different helices are colour coded
according to Figure 1.
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Figure 8. Helical contact nets for the CC of the short chain cytokines. See key to Figure 5.
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previously; Weber and Salemme first identified the
relationship between cytochrome c0 and cyto-
chrome b562.

44 Since then several alignments of the
cytochromes c0 have been made at various times
as new structures became available. Two of these
alignments are essentially the same as ours,45,50

and two of them agree except for a shift of one
turn in helix B.46,47

From the structural alignments, we identified a
CC of 82 amino acid residues which are split
approximately equally across the four helices
(see Figure 15). The main-chain atoms of the 82
residues in the CCs of the five cytochromes c0

have RMSDs between 1.1 Å and 2.0 Å. Their
residue identities are between 21 and 29%. Matches
of the CC residues of cytochrome b562 to those of
the five cytochromes c0 have RMSDs of between
1.6 Å and 2.0 Å and residue identities between 13
and 22%. The ASAs for all positions in each struc-
ture were calculated and the results are given in
Figure 15.

Sequence homologues and
conserved positions

At present only a few homologues are known
for the cytochromes c0 and b562: matching the
sequences of the six structures against the
sequences in NRDB9036 only collected between
zero and nine homologues per structure. Remov-
ing redundant matches gave just 15 unique
sequences to add to the six of known structure.
These 21 sequences were used to calculate the
residue frequencies at each site in the CC. Because
all the cytochrome c0 sequences are orthologous
and there are very few sequences homologous
to cytochrome b562 in comparison, we did not
normalise the resulting numbers.

Using the classification system and criteria
described above for the cytokines, we derived the
conservation at each site and the results are
shown in Table 7.

Of the 82 positions in the CC, eight have little or
no conservation, 48 conserve the residue class
(39 are sn, one is n and eight are bn ) and 26 have
medium or strong conservation. The proportion of
sites with some conservation, 90%, is higher than
the two-thirds found for the cytokines but the
proportion of sites with medium or strong conser-
vation is almost exactly the same: just over a
quarter.

The structural role of conserved positions

We determined, for each of the cytochrome
structures, the residue contacts formed between
the helices and between the proteins and the
haem group. The results of these calculations are
given in the helical net drawings in Figure 16.
Inspection of these nets and of the ASA data
shown in Figure 15 shows that 18 of the 26 sites
with medium and strong conservation lie along
the buried spine of each helix. Of these, eight have
strong conservation: aA9, aA16, aB20, aC5, aD10,
aD14, aD17 and aD21. The other ten have medium
conservation: aA6, aA13, aB6, aB9, aC12, aC16,
aC19, aC23, aD3 and aD7. There are another five
sites that lie along these spine positions that have
bn conservation but are nonetheless involved in
making multiple inter-helical contacts: aA5, aB2,
aB13, aB16 and aC9. Figure 17(a) and (b) shows
the first strongly conserved eight positions within
one cytochrome c0 structure, Figure 17(c) and (d)
shows the positions of the ten medium conserved
and five bn conserved positions. These residues
are involved in two or three interactions with
residues in adjacent helices and/or the haem
group (Figures 15 and 16).

The A–B, B–C and C–D helix interfaces are
similar to those in the four-helical cytokines in
their extent and in the buried spine residues of
helices B and C being involved in the packing
against both adjacent helices. The A–D interface is
less extensive: this is because the haem group
packs between the A and D helices (Figures

Figure 9. Representation of the 15 conserved sites
involved in making multiple inter-helical contacts within
IL-4 (PDB-ID: 1rcb) a short chain cytokine. Figures (a)
and (b) are front and back views of a ribbon represen-
tation with the 15 positions shown by space filling and
colour coded according to Figure 1. Figures (c) and (d)
are the same views as in Figures (a) and (b) but only the
15 positions are shown. Figures (e)–(h) show the 15
positions viewed from the top and slabbed progressively
down at levels of approximately 0, 30, 60 and 90%.
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14–17) and they are only in direct contact at one
end.

Of the remaining eight sites with medium or
strong conservation, five are hydrophilic and three
are neutral in nature rather than hydrophobic as
one might expect to find at the internal spines of
the helices. The character of six of these eight sites
can be explained by the fact that they are con-
cerned, directly or indirectly, with the packing
around the haem group: aA2, aD11, aD16, aD18,
aD19 and aD22. Of this six, three are also involved
in making inter-helical contacts with one other
helix. The remaining two out of the eight sites,
aC1 and aC4, are involved in contacting at least
one other helix (Figure 16). These eight sites are
shown in Figure 17(e)–(h) along with the other
well conserved positions within a cytochrome c0

structure.

Discussion

At the beginning of this paper, we raised
questions regarding proteins that have evolution-
ary relationships but the sequences of which
have little or no similarity when measured by
conventional methods. What is the actual relation-
ship between their sequences? Have they evolved
to a point where there is no significant sequence
similarity, except for that necessary to maintain
their hydrophobic interiors and hydrophilic
exteriors; or is there still some sequence conserva-

tion in regions of functional and structural impor-
tance? It has been known for some time that in
very divergent proteins it is common for the
peripheral regions to have different conformations
and, therefore, no significant sequence relation-
ships. These peripheral regions can comprise half
or more of the structure.3 This means that the
questions raised above only have meaning for
the parts of related proteins that retain the same
conformation.

To answer these questions for two superfamilies
of four-helix bundle proteins, we determined the
regions that retain the same conformation and
examined the residues found at equivalent sites
in the sequences of the structures and of their
sequence homologues. Although there are dif-
ferences in the details, the general results from
the two analyses are very similar and present a
coherent picture.

In the proteins discussed here just over a quarter
of the sites that form the CC have medium or
strong conservation. All but a few of these occur
at sites that form the buried spine of each helix,
i.e. at sites i, i þ 3, i þ 7, i þ 10, etc. or i, i þ 4,
i þ 7, i þ 11, etc. These residues pack together at
the centre of the structure with homologous resi-
dues making homologous contacts. They do not
include all the buried residues. In different CCs,
35%, or a little more, of residues are buried but
only 25%, or a little less, have medium or
strong conservation and occupy sites on the helix
spine.

Figure 10. Representation of the eight strongly conserved sites involved in making multiple inter-helical contacts
within the seven structures of the short chain cytokines. Figures (a)–(g) show the equivalent positions within the
structures with PDB-IDs: 1eer, 1ete, 1hul, 1rcb, 1scf, 2gmf and 3ink, respectively. Sites within different helices are
colour coded according to Figure 1. Note that in Figure (e) aA1p is missing as it is the structure lacking that position
within the peripheral core.
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Figure 11. Helical contact nets for the CC of the long and short chain cytokines together. See key to Figure 5.
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In the cytochromes there are eight additional
sites of medium, strong or absolute conservation
which, together with many of the spine residue,
are involved in haem binding.

On the surface of the cytochromes most of the
sites are in the sn category, i.e. they conserve
residues that are hydrophilic or neutral. On the
surfaces of the cytokines the proportion of con-
served sites is smaller. This may be because their
surfaces are involved in binding cell surface recep-
tors and different cytokines have different specific
receptors.

The high sequence variability of the four-helical
cytokine superfamily and fold could be due to at

least two reasons. First, four-helical cytokines have
been duplicated and selected to create new and
altered functions, i.e. the ability to bind to different
receptor subtypes. In higher eukaryotic species
multiple cytokines coexist, therefore the divergence
between them must be sufficient for them to
have high affinity for their own receptor and no
significant affinity for the receptors of the other
cytokines. Secondly, the fact that many of these
cytokines are receptor specific implies that some
co-evolution of cytokine and receptor has taken
place as they are under fewer constraints than
proteins that have a cofactor/substrate that does
not evolve (see also Ref. 16). This can be seen in
those cases where cytokine receptor recognition is
actually species specific.

Given that long chain cytokines are approxi-
mately 180 amino acid residues in length and
short chain cytokines are approximately 140
amino acid residues, we see that the CCs only
comprise 55, 45 and 30% of the entire chain length
for the long chain, the short chain and both
families together, respectively (Table 8). The size
of these CCs is typical of proteins that have
diverged to the extent found in this family.3 This
means that the sites that conserve residue class
correspond to approximately 25–15% of the entire
chain length of the long and short chain sequences,
and the sites with strong or medium conservation

Figure 12. Representation of the 13 conserved sites
involved in making multiple inter-helical contacts within
placental lactogen (PDB-ID: 1f6f) a long chain cytokine.
Figures (a) and (b) are front and back views of a ribbon
representation with the 13 positions shown by space
filling and colour coded according to Figure 1. Figures
(c) and (d) are the same views as in Figures (a) and
(b) but only the 13 positions are shown.

Figure 13. A space fill representation of the five
strongly conserved sites involved in making multiple
inter-helical contacts within one long chain structure
and one short chain structure. Positions are coloured
according to Figure 1. (a) Leukemia inhibitory factor
(PDB-ID: 1lki), a long chain cytokine. (b) Interleukin-4
(PDB-ID: 1rcb), a short chain cytokine.

Figure 14. Multiple structure alignment of the six four-
helical cytochromes. Non-core regions are coloured
purple. Helices are coloured as in Figure 1. The haem
co-factor is shown in the centre of the four helices and
is coloured light-green (carbon), blue (nitrogen), red
(oxygen) and orange (iron).
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correspond to approximately 10–15%. Even at
these sites, a certain degree of variation is still
permitted and if we further restrict the sites to
those that have strong conservation (i.e. those sites
showing one of a small subset of residues with
similar properties) we are left with only 11, eight
and five sites within the long chain, short chain
and both families together, respectively. This
equates to only 6, 6 and 3% of the average chain
lengths. The small proportion of sites that are
actually conserved in the two families explains
why simple sequence homology detection methods
fail, in most cases, to detect any relationship
between proteins belonging to these families.

The cytochromes have more extensive conser-
vation than is found in the cytokines. The CC
comprises just over 65% (Table 8) of the cyto-
chrome sequences, and within the CC, there are
very few sites of no conservation. However, the
percentage of strong and medium conserved
positions that are involved in making multiple
inter-helical contacts and/or are involved in
binding haem when calculated is very similar to
that of the four-helical cytokines.

This work extends our current understanding
of the relationships between the sequences of

-------αΑ-------- -----------αB----------
1 17 1 20

| | | |

** ** ** * *

256b ---------a-DLEDNMETLNDNLKVIE----kadnaa----QVKDALTKMRAAALD---AQKAT

** ** ** * * *

2ccy -qskpedllk-LRQGLMQTLKSQWVPIA-gfaagkadlpa--DAAQRAENMAMVAKL---APIGW

** ** ** * * *

1e85 efakpedavk-YRQSALTLMASHFGRMT-pvvkgqapydaa-QIKANVEVLKTLSAL---PWAAF

** ** ** *

1a7v ----qtdvia-QRKAILKQMGEATKPIA-amlkgeakfdqa-VVQKSLAAIADDSKK---LPALF

** ** ** * *

1bbh aglspeeqie-TRQAGYEFMGWNMGKIK---anlegeynaa-QVEAAANVIAAIANS-g-MGALY

** ** ** * *

1cpq --adtkevle-AREAYFKSLGGSMKAMT----gvakafdae-AAKVEAAKLEKILAT-d-VAPLF

256b ---------8-81870074068109507----919625----606700790760083---03927

2ccy -969596319-60433086085327403-12366959819--501940640090098---04901

1e85 9599595019-80450068025313904-511969395847-909500860981056---02701

1a7v ----999115-70552099018129404-206969494687-504900340070099---04810

1bbh 9693457208-60251099029024409---6139495846-506500740163187-4-25821

1cpq --99599119-20351094013039305----313977649-207930590992075-9-27820

-----------αΧ---------- ----------α∆----------
1 23 1 22

| | | |

** * ** * * ** **

---------ppkledkspdsp-EMKDFRHGFDILVGQIDDALKLA-negkv-KEAQAAAEQLKTTRNAYHQKYR-----

* * ** * ** ** *** *

--akgtealpngetkpeafgs-KSAEFLEGWKALATESTKLAAAA-kagp--DALKAQAAATGKVCKACHEEFK-qd--

*** * * ** * * * * **

------gpgteggdarpeiws-DAASFKQKQQAFQDNIVKLSAAA-dagdl-DKLRAAFGDVGASCKACHDAYR-k---

*** * * ** * * * ** **

---padsktggdtaalpkiwe-DKAKFDDLFAKLAAAATAAQGTI--kde--ASLKANIGGVLGNCKSCHDDFR-akks

*** * * * ** *

gpgtdknvgdvktrvkpeffq-NMEDVGKIAREFVGAANTLAEVA-atgea-EAVKTAFGDVGAACKSCHEKYR-ak--

*** * * ** * * ** ** *

pagtsstdlpgqteakaaiwa-NMDDFGAKGKAMHEAGGAVIAAA-nagdg-AAFGAALQKLGGTCKACHDDYR-eed-

---------069099959919-60930680076013405904930-99592-9903620890590584119919-----

--4956891992517960449-73880791094018307900612-9816--9308620730292195049706-79--

------294193471997068-65851696384056109901600-77356-9809602450261194079414-8---

---369079489110577049-45790482059006207505660--957--7109850450430195026502-2999

192049738919161686039-69931290399143105602930-69392-9308903470251094029905-39--

284001973989150553048-68951455194099103501600-97263-9402511990241194038606-399-

Figure 15. Structure-based sequence alignment and solvent ASA of the four-helical cytochromes. See legend to
Figure 3. Haem-binding positions are marked with an asterisk in the line above the sequence.

Table 7. Conservation at core positions within the
cytochromes

Helix

Site A B C D

1 sn 90 sn 81 KEDN 100 sn 100
2 RD 81 bn 90 bn 86 sn 100
3 sn 95 sn 86 sn 100 VLIMF 95
4 sn 95 sn 90 KED 81 sn 100
5 bn 90 sn 100 FY 90 n 81
6 LMFY 95 AVLI 90 sn 95 sn 100
7 sn 100 sn 90 sn 95 VLIMFY 90
8 – sn 90 sn 86 sn 100
9 VLIM 86 LIMF 81 bn 86 sn 100
10 sn 90 – sn 86 VLI 90
11 – sn 95 sn 90 G 81
12 sn 95 bn 90 VLMF 90 sn 100
13 LMFWY 90 bn 90 sn 81 sn 90
14 sn 90 sn 81 sn 100 C 90
15 – sn 81 sn 100 sn 100
16 VLIM 95 bn 100 AVI 81 AST 81
17 – – sn 86 C 90
18 sn 95 sn 95 H 100
19 bn 86 AVLM 95 EDQ 90
20 FYW 90 – sn 100
21 sn 100 YF 100
22 – RK 100
23 AVLI 100
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evolutionarily related proteins and demonstrates
how homology may not be easily detectable by
simple sequence comparisons. In particular, the
different degree of conservation in the sequences

of two structurally similar superfamilies, the four-
helical cytokines and the cytochromes c0-b562,
shows how a signal in the sequence is only present
in those proteins, the cytochromes, that are
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Figure 16. Helical contact nets for the CC of the cytochromes. See key to Figure 5. Haem-binding positions are
marked by an asterisk shown in blue to the top right of that position. The number next to the asterisk represents the
number of structures in which this position binds haem.
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constrained by the necessity of binding the haem
cofactor. Conversely, the cytokines, and their
specific receptor proteins, have co-evolved, thus
their sequences have diverged beyond the point of
recognition by commonly used homology detec-
tion methods. These findings stress the necessity
of exploiting, in such difficult cases, structural
information in the comparison processes.
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Appendix: Four-helical cytokines, the
detection of their homology and the
alignment of their sequences by
automatic procedures

With only marginal exceptions, conventional
sequence comparison methods neither detect the
homology of the four-helical cytokines nor accu-
rately align their sequences. The homology of
the four-helical cytokines was inferred from the
inspection of their structures (see references in the
main text) and is supported by the similarity of
their functions and gene structures. Here we have
aligned their sequences using structural infor-
mation. There are a number of web-based servers
that use sophisticated procedures both attempt
detection of homology and for the production of
sequence and structure-based alignments. The
homologies and sequence align-ments we have

described here for the cytokines can be used to get
a rough indication of how successful automated
servers are for determining evolutionary relation-
ships and producing accurate sequence alignments
of this protein superfamily. A full assessment of
these servers would of course require tests on
many different protein superfamilies.

The sequences of the 15 four-helical cytokine
structures (see the main text) used in this work
were submitted to the servers listed in Table A1 to
see how many matches were made both between
proteins of the same family (long chain or short
chain) and between proteins belonging to the two
different families (Table A1). The sequence align-
ments produced by these servers and those avail-
able from databases of sequence alignments were
also compared to those described here.

Homology detection

The methods chosen were: FASTAA1-1 as a good
example of a widely used conventional sequence
homology detection method; SUPERFAMILYA1-2 an
implementation of the SAM-T99A1-3 HMM pro-
cedure which is optimised on SCOP superfamilies;
3dPSSM,A1-4 Fugue,A1-5 FFAS,A1-6 BioinbguA1-7 and
mGenThreaderA1-8 (the latter five were chosen as
they perform well in blind tests such as
CAFASP2A1-9 and LivebenchA1-10). These methods
take a variety of approaches—some incorporate
sequence-based profiles, some include structure
profiles based on SCOP and others take a thread-
ing approach. We will not give here accounts of
these procedures: they can be found in articles
that describe the individual methodsA1-2 – A1-8 and
are reviewed in the CAFASP2 and Livebench
papers.A1-9,A1-10

Each of the methods requires a significance
threshold—when available we used those
suggested by the authors of the different methods.
For FASTA, SUPERFAMILY and FFAS we take
matches with e-value #0.01 as significant. For
3D-PSSM our e-value cut-off includes anything up
to 1.0. Fugue gives its matches as either CERT,
LIKELY or MARG, we include all three of these
categories (Z-score $4.7) in our analysis. For the
Bioinbgu server we used a threshold cut-off of 25
for significant matches. This is the score at which
Livebench found that the server starts to give false
positives (Ref. A1-10 and a personal communi-
cation). For mGenThreader we include matches
made with either CERT, HIGH or MED confidence
levels (i.e. e-value #0.1).

Results of the submission of the 15 cytokine
sequences to the different programs and servers
are shown in Table A1. Four of the procedures
(FASTA, SUPERFAMILY, FFAS and Bioinbgu)
detect only a small number of the 210 possible
relationships: between four and eight and most of
these involve reciprocal pairs, i.e. 1alu to 1bgc and
1bgc to 1alu (see Table A1). Fugue finds a total of
21 relationships (including six pairs of reciprocal
matches). 3dPSSM and mGenThreader do better
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Table A1.

A. Summary of the results produced by automatic servers in matching four-helical cytokine sequences
Target sequences

Query
sequences

Long chain family Short chain family

Protein
(PDB-ID) G-CSF (1bgc) CNTF (1cnt) LIF (1lki)

Leptin
(1ax8) IL-6 (1alu)

OSM
(1evs) PL (1f6f) GH (1hgu)

Flt3
(1ete)

EPO
(1eer)

GM-CSF
(2gmf)

IL-4
(1rcb)

IL-5
(1hul)

IL-2
(3ink)

SCF
(1scf)

G-CSF (1bgc) GT 3d FU 3d FU GT FA SF GT 3d
FU FF BI

GT 3d
FU

GT GT 3d GT

CNTF (1cnt) 3d FU SF GT 3d
FU FF

3d FU FU GT
FU

GT

LIF (1lki) 3d FF FU 3d FU FF
BI 3d

Leptin (1ax8) 3d GT
IL-6 (1alu) FA SF GT 3d FU

FF BI
GT 3d GT 3d GT GT GT GT FU

OSM (1evs) FU FU GT 3d
FU FF

GT

PL (1f6f) GT 3d GT 3d GT 3d
FU

GT 3d GT FU FA SF GT 3d
FU FF BI

GT
3d

GH (1hgu) GT 3d GT 3d GT 3d GT 3d GT 3d GT FA SF GT
3d FF BI

Flt3 (1ete) GT GT
EPO (1eer) GT
GM-CSF
(2gmf)

3d

IL-4 (1rcb) 3d GT
IL-5 (1hul)
IL-2 (3ink) 3d
SCF (1scf) GT GT GT

B. Summary table of the number of matches made by each different methoda

Intra-family matches Inter-family
matches

Method
Long chain total

(reciprocal)
Short chain total

(reciprocal)
Long to

short
Short

to long Total

GT 27 (6) 7 (3) 7 0 41
3d 27 (8) 2 (0) 1 1 31
FU 19 (6) 0 2 0 21
FF 8 (4) 0 0 0 8
SF 5 (2) 0 0 0 5
BI 5 (2) 0 0 0 5
FA 4 (2) 0 0 0 4
Total poss-
ible matches

56 (28) 42 (21) 56 56 210

a FA: FASTA; SF: SUPERFAMILY; GT: mGenThreader; 3d: 3dPSSM; FU: Fugue; FF: FFAS; BI: Bioinbgu.



finding 31 and 41 relationships, respectively.
3dPSSM has eight pairs of reciprocal relationships
for the long chain family. mGenThreader has six
pairs of reciprocal matches for the long chain
family and three for the short chain family. We
note, however, that 3dPSSM incorporates auto-
matically produced structural alignments of pro-
teins according to their SCOP classification, which
are then searched against and therefore this
method has a bias towards the identification of
relationships between sequences belonging to
some SCOP families and superfamilies when the
sequences of one of the structures is represented
within one of their multiple structural alignments
(see below).

As is apparent from Table A1, all procedures
performed best in the detection of long chain to
long chain matches. Other types of matches,
between the sequences of different short chain
family members and between long and short
chain sequences, were only found by mGenThreader
(14 matches), 3dPSSM (four matches) and Fugue
(two matches).

Alignment accuracy

We compared the alignments produced by these
methods and alignments available from public
databases with those produced by our work. Two
points need to be made about these comparisons.

First, the alignments produced by the automatic
procedures do not distinguish regions that have
the same structural conformation from those
where the conformation differs. In this assessment
we compared only the alignments of the sequence
regions that our work has shown to have the same
conformation; i.e. the regions in bold, upper case
letters in Figures 3 and 4 from the main part of
this paper; the regions of lower case letters corre-
spond to regions that do not have a meaningful
structural alignment and are ignored. Secondly,
many of the alignments obtained from the various
servers are pairwise rather than multiple align-
ments and there are frequently inconsistencies
between different pairs.

Three of the servers that detect homology pro-
duced alignments for between 21 and 41 pairs of
sequences (see Table A1) and each of their result-
ing pairwise alignments were analysed:

(i) FugueA1-5 made 21 alignments: 19 between
long chain sequences and two between a long
and a short chain sequence. Four of the matches
agree with our alignment for all four helices; ten
agree for three helices, five agree for two helices
(these five include one of the long–short chain
matches) and the remaining two only agree for
one helix. Of the six reciprocal matches none of
the alignments agreed for all four helices either
to ours or to one another.

(ii) 3dPSSMA1-4 makes 27 long chain–long
chain matches, two short chain–short chain and
two inter-family matches. Three of the long

chain sequences (1bgc, 1hgu and 1f6f) make
matches to either six or all of the remaining
seven long chain sequences. For the 31 align-
ments, 15 are in complete agreement with ours
(six of these represent three of the reciprocal
pairs), 13 agree for three helices (including the
two short–short chain matches, one long–short
match and one of the reciprocal pairs), two
agree for two helices and finally the short–long
match only agrees for one helix.

(iii) mGenThreaderA1-8 produced matches
between 41 pairs of sequences. Of these 27 are
long chain–long chain matches. Four sequences:
1bgc, 1alu, 1f6f and 1hgu match six or all of the
other seven long chain sequences. The other
four sequences make one or no matches (Table
A1). In 14 cases the alignment is the same as
ours for all four helices; in nine cases it is the
same for three helices and in four cases it is the
same for two helices. There are six pairs of reci-
procal matches, of which four have an alignment
the same as ours for one or both matches. In the
other reciprocal pairs different mismatches are
made. Seven of the 41 matches are short chain
to short chain and these agree with our align-
ments for all, or for three, of the helices. The
long chain to short chain matches give a most
interesting result. The three matches made to
1eer or 2gmf (see Table A1) agree with ours for
all four helices. The four matches made to 1rcb
completely disagree with ours; agree with each
other, and involve a concerted seven-residue
shift in the alignment of each helix. Inspection
of this second alternative shows that it is plaus-
ible in terms of the fit of main-chain atoms as
measured by RMSD but, unlike our alignment,
it is not as well supported as the first alternative
by other structural features such as solvent ASA
or conservation of contacts.

Various sets of stored alignments were analysed
and compared and the results are described below:

(i) The CATH dictionary of homologous super-
familiesA1-11 includes alignments for five of the
long chain (1bgc, 1lki, 1hgu, 1cnt and 1ax8) and
three of the short chain (1hul, 1rcb and 3ink)
four-helical cytokines. Of the long chain
sequence alignments, three (1bgc, 1lki and 1cnt)
agreed for helices A and C, two of these also
agreed for helix B but all three misaligned helix
D. The alignments of the other two structures
also agreed with our alignment of helices A and
B, but the other two helices were not in agree-
ment with our alignment, nor with the other
three CATH alignments. The short chain family
alignments have no agreement with ours and
there are even places where they align non-corre-
sponding helices with one another. This means
therefore that the long–short alignments have
no correspondence to ours.

(ii) HomstradA1-12 contains for the four-helical
cytokines three different small alignments. One,
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called cyto, is of three different PDB entries for a
single protein G-CSF. The second is called
Hormone and aligns the different PDB chains
for the growth hormone protein. The third align-
ment is for 1lki and 1evs (LIF_OSM) and this
alignment agrees with ours entirely.

(iii) FSSPA1-13 has alignments for 13 of the
structures discussed here, and for the other two
structures it has different PDB representatives
(1huw instead of 1hgu and 1exz instead of 1scf).
For the long chain family all alignments agree
with ours except for helices A and D of one
structure (1huw). For the short chain family
they agree for five out of the seven structures
entirely. The two other structures, however, are
completely different (2gmf and 1hul). The FSSP
alignment of both the long and short chain
families together contains several inconsistencies
with respect to its alignments for the separate
families. Although several parts of the FSSP
global alignment match up with our alignment,
some parts of it have jumped out of the positions
they have in the separate alignments for the two
families. As an example, IL-4 (1rcb) was among
those that agreed with our alignment for the
short chain family, however, within the global
alignment it is wrongly aligned to the other
short chain sequences for all four helices.

(iv) DALIA1-14 contains a multiple alignment of
four long chain (1ax8, 1alu, 1bgc and 1huw) and
four short chain cytokine sequences (1eer, 1rcb,
3ink and 2gmf) in DC_3_35_56. In this alignment
three of the long chain sequences (1ax8, 1alu and
1huw) agree for all four helices. For the align-
ment of the four short chain sequences, three
agree for helix A (1eer, 1rcb and 3ink). Two
pairs of helices agree with our alignment of
helices B, C and D. However, the alignment of
the two pairs with each other is different to
ours. For the DALI alignment of the long and
short chain sequences there are several regions
that match ours, i.e. the three long chain struc-
tures and one short chain structure that agree
for the A helix, the same three long chain struc-
tures and two different short chain sequences
that agree for helices B, C and D. However,
there are two copies of the protein G-CSF (1cd9
and 1bgc) that are not aligned to one another,
nor do they align well to the closely related
sequence of IL-6 (1alu).

(v) 3dPSSMA1-4 incorporates within its method
a pre-calculated fold library of 3dMSAs
(multiple structural alignments) and the MSA
representing the four-helical cytokines was ana-
lysed. Within this MSA the long chain alignment
includes five of our eight structures (1cnt, 1alu,
1bgc, 1ax8 and 1lki) and one equivalent PDB
chain (1huw instead of 1hgu). These six struc-
tures agree with our alignment for helices A
and B but the alignment does not extend any
further than this. For the short chain align-
ment five of the structures (3ink, 1eer, 2gmf,
1ete and 1hul) are included along with one

equivalent PDB chain (1iar instead of 1rcb). For
these structures the alignment of helices A and
D agreed with ours for three structures (1eer,
1ete and 1hul). The alignment of helix B also
agrees within structures 1eer and 1ete. For the
comparison between the two families, helices A
and B match between the long chain family and
the two structures of the short chain family
which agreed for these two helices also. The rest
of the alignment is in disagreement with ours.

Overall, we see that the consensus of the results
of the different automatic servers and databases
supports the alignments of the four-helical cyto-
kines that we derived using manual procedures.
However, their inconsistent and partial nature
mean that they could not have produced
simply and directly the sequence alignments
that are the basis of the work described here.
It is clear, however, that the results produced
by mGenThreader, 3dPSSM, Fugue and FSSP
would have provided significant help to the
manual procedures which were used to produce
the structural alignments and to their
verification.
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